
A SOLUTION OF THE SINGULAR INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM
FOR THE EULER-POISSON-DARBOUX EQUATION1

J. B. DIAZ AND H. F. WEINBERGER

1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with the solution of the

Cauchy problem

A Id2 d2 \
(1) Au = utt + 7ut (A = ^+---+^)'/>0:

1 m

(2) m(xi, • • • , xm, 0) = /(xi, • • • , xm),      «t(xi, • • • , xm, 0) = 0,

where A is a (real or complex) parameter.

Equation (1), for special values of A and m, occurs in many im-

portant and classical problems since the time of Euler. Euler [l0]2

considered m = l and a partial differential equation (denoted by

E(ß, ß') by Darboux [8]) which is equivalent to (1) when j3=/3'

= A/2. The equation (1) with m = l was later treated by Poisson

[l7]. An exposition of the theory of Euler and Poisson is given by

Darboux [8]. These treatments were not concerned with the singular

initial values (2). The important special case nt — l, A = 1/3, of (1),

(2), plays an important rôle in the work of Tricomi [22]. Poisson

[l8], in solving the equation of the propagation of sound waves in

three-dimensional space, considered the case m = 3, A = 2 in (1).

Asgeirsson [l] gave a solution of (1), (2) for all positive integers m

and A = m — 1. Related questions were treated by John [12; 13]. Equa-

tion (1), for m = l, k=— 1, —2, —3, • • • , appears in the work of

Martin [16] and Diaz and Martin [9]. Kapilevic [14] has given

solutions of (1), (2) for w = l, 2 and 0<A<1. The most frequently

discussed special case of (1) is, of course, A = 0, the wave equation.

Among the classical accounts one finds Volterra [23], Tedone [21 ],

and Hadamard [ll], while among the more recent papers one might

mention Bureau [3; 4], Diaz and Martin [9], Lines [15], and Riesz

[20].
All these various cases were treated by special methods. A uni-

fied solution of (1), (2) for all real values of A was recently given by

Weinstein [26], by a combination of a generalized method of descent

with a recurrence formula. For the cases A= — 1, —3, • • • , Wein-
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stein assumed that u(xit t) satisfies certain differentiability conditions

with respect to / at i = 0. Under these conditions, he found that a

solution exists only if the initial value function/(x.) is a polyharmonic

function of order (1 — k)/2.

The present paper contains another solution of the problem (1), (2),

for all k. In §6 a solution for arbitrary/(x¿) is found for the exceptional

values ^=—1, — 3, • • • . The/derivative of order 1—¿of this solution

is logarithmic at / = 0 when/(x,) is not polyharmonic of order ( 1 — k) ¡2 ?

The following method of solution is employed in this paper. Hada-

mard's "method of descent" is used to obtain solutions of (1), (2)

lork = m,m-\-l,m-\-2, • • • from the known solution for k = m — l. It is

then directly verified that the resulting formula gives a solution of

the problem for any k with Re k>m — 1. This part is in common with

Weinstein's procedure [27]. However, the definite integral, in terms

of which the solution is expressed for Re k>m — 1, is divergent for

Re k^m— 1. In §4 this integral is continued analytically in k and it

is verified that the resulting formula does indeed furnish a solution of

(1), (2) for Re Hm-1, with the exception of k= — 1, —3, • • • . To

avoid misunderstanding, it should be noted that the method used in

this paper differs from that used by M. Riesz [19; 20] for solving

regular Cauchy problems, although both methods employ analytic

continuation of definite integrals. As is well known, M. Riesz uses a

modified fundamental solution depending on a parameter a. He ob-

tains the solution by analytic continuation of a Green's identity with

respect to a. In the present method the family of differential equa-

tions (1) depending on a parameter k is considered, and the solution

is obtained by analytic continuation in k. Neither a fundamental

solution nor a Green's identity is used. It is true that both methods

involve the analytic continuation of integrals which are related to the

Riemann-Liouville integral. However, it should be remembered that

the analytic continuation of divergent integrals, based on similar

principles, but for different purposes, occurs already in Cauchy [ó]

(see also Weierstrass [24] and Whittaker and Watson [28, p. 243]).

2. The mean value function M. Let f(xi, • • • , xm)=f(xi) possess

continuous derivatives of second order. Define the "mean value

function" M by the equation

(3) M(xu r;f)=—f /(*,• + p»dcom, r = 0,
wm J sjl^-i

3 Our attention was drawn to this behavior by the example k = x2-N2 log t for

k= —1, m = \, kindly communicated by Professor B. Friedman in a letter.
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where do)m is the element of area of the î»-dimensional unit sphere,

and am is the surface area of this sphere (wm = 2irm/2/r(»î/2)).

Mixi, r;f) is the mean value of the function / over the surface of the

w-dimensional sphere with center at (xi, • • • , xm) and radius r.

When m = l, it is understood that the mean value integral in (1) is

to be replaced by

íix + r) + fix - r)

It is well known that Af(x<, r;f) satisfies the so-called Darboux (some-

times also referred to as Euler-Poisson) equation [l; 7]

(-S3-
m — I

(4) AM = Mrr +-—Mr, [*=¿ ;),r> 0,

together with the initial conditions

Mixi, 0) = fixi),

(5) MriXi, 0) = 0.

More precisely, M is twice continuously differentiable and satisfies

(4) for r>0, has continuous first derivatives with respect to all vari-

ables for r ^ 0, and

lim      Mizi, r;f) = /(xi, • • • , xm),

lim      Mrizi,r;f)
(5')        r-H-0.*<-**<

=      lim      — f \ ¿ ßk-(z¿ + p»i dwm = 0.
r-+0,í,—z,. 00m J 2*1,^-1    V. ¡b-=l dXfc '

It will now be shown that an appropriate transformation of

Mixi, r ; f) yields a solution of the more general initial value problem

(1), (2).

3. Solution of the initial value problem for Re k>m — l. When

A —(m —1) is a positive integer, the initial value problem (1), (2)

can be solved by Hadamard's method of descent [ll]; that is, by

noticing that this problem coincides with the initial value problem

(1), (2) in a space of A + l dimensions Xi, • • • , xm, • • • , x*+i, where

the initial value function/depends only on the variables Xi, • • • , xm.

The solution, which is the mean value of the initial value function

over a (A+l)-dimensional sphere, reduces to a volume integral over

an »z-dimensional sphere, namely
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Wfc+i_m  r
u(xu r) = - I f(xi + pV, • • ■ , xm + ßmr)

o*+i   J r^ái

■d-ß!-ßY-m-1)ndßi...dßm.

Using the definition (1) of M, this formula may be written4

2r((* + i)/2)
U\%'   t)  ^= -

T((k + 1 - m)/2)T(m/2)

( r•  j    M(x{, at;J)(l - a2)<*-'»-1)/2a™-1da.
Jo

Since/ is twice continuously differentiable, (6) may be differentiated

under the integral sign, to obtain

k 2Y((k + l)/2)
Am — Utt-ut

t T((k + 1 - m)/2)r(»/2)

Í     AM- a2Mrr-ocMr   (1 - a2)(*-">-i>/2a'"-1da.

However, from (4) it follows that

(8) AM(xit al;f) = Mrr+ ((» - I)/at) Mr

so that

k 2T((k + l)/2)
Am — Utt-Ut =

(9)

t T((k + 1 - m)/2)Y(m/2)

Cx r w - 1 - ¿a2      1
/.[(1-<-)Jf"+   «»   tf'J

■(1 - a2)efc-'"-1>/2û:''-1da,

2r((¿ + l)/2)

" T((k + 1 - m)/2)T(m/2)

C1   d    (Mr )
\    —\-(1 - a2)(*-»+1)/2a"-1Wa,

J o  da \ t )

= 0,

for Re k>m— 1. Thus m is a solution of (1) for ¿>0. That u also

satisfies the initial conditions (2) follows easily from (5') and

*(6) may be written u(x¡, t) = (T((k + l)/2)/T(m/2))ti-kI^-m+»l2[M(xi, ß1'2;

j)/3(m-2)/2](/2)> as pointed out by the referee, where I'F(t) = (l/r(o))/J(i-/3)«-1

• F(ß)dß is the Riemann-Liouville integral, by putting ß=aH2.
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/.

»»      »,.      i,       r((A + 1 - «)/2)r(m/2)
(1 — a2)(,fc-"'-1)/2am-1<ia = -

2r((A + l)/2)

4. Solution of the initial value problem for Re k^m — l. If, for

some (xi, • • • , xm, t), it happens that Af(x,-, t;f) ^0, then the integral

in the definition (6) of m(x,-, t) does not converge for Re H«-l. In

this case, m(x¿, /) will be defined by analytic continuation in A. Let

p be a non-negative integer and suppose that for r>0 the m+3 func-

tions Mixi, r;f), Mr, M„, and MX{Ii have £ + 1 continuous partial

derivatives with respect to r (a simple sufficient condition for this is

that/ possess continuous partial derivatives of all orders up to p + 3).

Then, for fixed Xj and t, the function

N„ixi, a, l;f)

p      (a - l)n   dn

= Mixi, at; /) - E -¡- — MiXi, at; f)
(10) „_o »! da»

*   tHa - l)n   dn
= Mixi, at;f) - E -;-Mixi, t;f)

„=o »! dt"

is of the order (a —l)p+1 near a = l, and a similar assertion holds for

ANP, dNp/dt, and d2Np/dt2.

Equation (6) may now be written

2THk + l)/2)
UÍXí, t)  =

T((A + 1 - m)/2)Tim/2)

(11) ■ | f   #,(*,, a, ¿;/)(l - «*)<*— »'»a—^

J'1    p   <n(a - 1)"   3"
E-:-—Mixi,t;f)

0      n-0               »! ÓV

■(1 - a2)«^™-1)/2«*"-1^!- ,

for Re A > m — 1. By virtue of the identity

/.

i
a^\a - 1)"(1 - a2)<*-m-1"2¿a

o

=   E(- l)"+'( " )  f am+M(l - a*)«*—»"¿a
¡=o                  \ I / J o

= lr/A-M-™x ¿ /»\   r^ + Q/2)
2     V        2        /' fo V i / T((A +1 + l)/2)
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one can write

2r((* + l)/2)
u(Xi, t)  =

(12)

r((Jb + 1 - m)/2)T(m/2)

f   Np(xi, a, t;f)(l - at)li—-»i*a~-lda
Jo

T((k + l)/2)   p    (-/)"  d»M

+ "   r(«/2)     h    »!     a» {Xi' ,J)

S<-«'C)
T((m + 0/2)

fo        M/ r((* + / + l)/2)

The integral in this formula, and its first two partial derivatives

with respect to #,■ and t (which may be taken under the integral

sign), all converge for Re k>m — 2p — 3, while the sum in (12) is an

entire function of k. Thus (12) yields an analytic continuation of (6).

Moreover,
1 r k    "I
-   Am — utt-M(
h l)/2) L t     \V((k + l)/2)

is, for fixed x< and t, an analytic function of k for Re k>m — 2p — 3

and vanishes for Re k > m — 1. Hence it vanishes for all Re k > m

— 2p — 3. Thus, (12) is a solution of (1) for all such values of k except

(possibly) negative odd integers.

In order to verify that (12) satisfies the initial conditions (2), it is

assumed further that, given any point (xi, • • • , xm, 0), the functions

M, dM/dr, • • • , dp+iM/drp+2, which exist forr>0, are all bounded

in absolute value in a sufficiently small "neighborhood" of this point.

(It is remarked that this additional hypothesis is automatically ful-

filled if / satisfies the simple sufficient condition mentioned above

that / have continuous partial derivatives of all orders up to p+3,

since, from the definition (3) of M, the successive derivatives of M

with respect to r may be obtained by differentiating / under the

integral sign in (3)). If pW\l, (12) satisfies the initial conditions (2),

since Np is of order tp+1 as i—>0, dNp/dt is of order t" as t—>0, and M

satisfies (5'). If p = 0, the initial conditions are still satisfied. For the

term of order t° in the integral for du/dt has for a coefficient dM/dt,

which approaches zero with t.

By a simple extension of an argument of Zaremba [29] (see Cou-

rant-Hilbert [7, pp. 381-382]) one finds that the solution of the

initial value problem (1), (2) is unique for Re k^O. That is, there is

at most one function u, twice continuously differentiable for f>0
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and once continuously differentiable for t = 0, satisfying (1), (2). When

Re k<0, the solution is not unique, as pointed out by Weinstein

[26; 27]. In fact, one may add to u any function of the form

tl~kv(xi, t) where »(#.-, 0 is a regular solution of equation (1) with k

replaced by 2 — k.

Incidentally, for m = 2, £ = 0, taking p = 0 in (12) yields a result in

agreement with equation (60) of page 278 of Hadamard [ll].

A simple sufficient condition for the validity of the solution (12)

of the initial value problem (1), (2) is that /have p+3 continuous

derivatives and that Re k>m — 2p — 3. From this it follows that/

need only have a number of continuous derivatives greater than

(m-\-3 — Re k)/2. In the special case when m—k is a positive odd

integer, the integral term in (12) disappears (see §6) and it is neces-

sary only for/ to have exactly (ra+3 — k)/2 continuous derivatives.

When Re k>m — 1, no analytic continuation is used, and / need

only have two continuous derivatives. For real k, these results agree

with those of Weinstein [27].

To solve the initial value problem

(13) u(xu 0) = 0,       ut(x¡, 0) = g(xi),

for the wave equation (k = 0), we note that if the function v(xit t)

satisfies the differential equation (1) with k = 2 and has the boundary

value g(xj), then (see Weinstein [26]) u(xit t)=tv(xit t). Thus, one

can solve the Cauchy problem

(14) w(Xi, 0) = /(*,),       wt(xu 0) = g(Xi),

tor the wave equation Aw = wu by means of formula (12). For this

solution to be valid, it is sufficient that/(*,-) and g(xt) have continuous

derivatives of all orders up to [w/2]+2 and [w/2] + l respectively,

for m = 2. Here, [m/2 ] denotes the greatest integer ^ m/2. For m = 1,

both / and g must be required to have two continuous derivatives.

For wî^2 the condition on g agrees with that given by Courant-

Hilbert [7, p. 399]. The conditions on / given by Courant-Hilbert

[7, p. 399 and p. 469] are insufficient, as already pointed out by Wein-

stein [27].

5. The odd, negative integers. When k approaches an odd negative

integer, the solution (12) becomes infinite because of the factor

T((k+l)/2). As has already been pointed out, any function of the

form tl~kv(xi, t), with v a regular solution of equation (1) with k re-

placed by 2 — k, may be added to (12) when k<0. The function will

now be determined in such a way that the solution u(xit t) +í1-*íí(x,-, t)
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remains a solution of the problem (1), (2) when A becomes a particular

odd negative integer—(2r + l). In formula (12), take p^2r+3 as

well as p^im — 3 + (2r+2))/2 and suppose that Af(x¿, t; f) has at

least 2r+4 continuous derivatives. Then the integral in (12) is of

the order t2r+i as /—»0 and (12) gives a solution of (1), (2) for A in

the neighborhood of — (2r+l). Rewriting the finite sum in (12) by

expanding M and its derivatives in a Taylor series about / = 0, one

obtains

,      x      T((A + l)/2)   *   f« d'Mixi, 0; /)     r((m + n)/2)
"(*••> l> = —~,   ,^— L,

Vim/2)      n=0 »! dt" THk + n + l)/2)

+ 0(/2^).

It is easily seen that all odd derivatives of M vanish at t = 0, so that

one need only sum over even ». From (15)

1
lim      -uixi, t)

^-ör+l)  T((A + l)/2)

t2*+2 d2r+2Mix¡, 0; f)  Turn + 2r + 2)/2)

' (2r+ 2)!r(m/2) dt2r+2 Til)

+ 0(/2r^).

The function [r((A+l)/2)]_1M(x,-, t) is regular and satisfies the dif-

ferential equation (1) for all Re k>m — 2p — 3 and in particular for

A=-(2r+l). Therefore t»(x,-, t)=t-U'+» lim [THk + l)/2)]-1uixi, t)

satisfies the differential equation ( 1 ) with A replaced by 2 — [ — (2r +1 ) ]

= 2r + 3 and has the initial values

,     ^      r((m +2r+ 2)/2)  d2'+2Mixit 0;/)
vixi, 0) = ■-1

(17) (2r+2)!r(w/2) dt2*+2

vtixi, 0) = 0.

It is easily shown by the use of Green's theorem (see Courant and

Hubert [7, p. 261]) that

d2*2MjXi,0;f)_I>/2)(2r + 2)!

dtir+2 22*-2(r + 1) !r((m +2r+ 2)/2)

where Ar+1/ is the (r+l)st iterated Laplacian of/. Hence, (17) be-

comes

1
(18) vixi, 0) =-'-A-+1/,        vtixi, 0) = 0.
v (r+l)l2irt-i       "
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Let w(xí, t) be the (unique for Re k^2) solution of the initial value

problem

(19)

2- k
Aw = Wtt H-i»t,

w(xu 0) = —-A-+1/,
(r+ l)!22r+2

wt(xi, 0) = 0.

w is an analytic function of k which coincides with v for k = — (2r+1).

Thus [T((k + l)/2)]~1u(xi, t)— í1-*w(*:j, t) is an analytic function of k

satisfying the differential equation (1) and having a zero at k

= —(2r+l). Hence T((k-\-l)/2) times it is regular at this point.

That is, u(xí, t)-T((k+l)/2)t1-kw(xi, t) is analytic in k at k =

— (2r+l). It satisfies the boundary value problem (1), (2) in the

neighborhood of this value and hence also at k= — (2r + l). A solu-

tion of the boundary value problem (1), (2) at k= —(2r+l) is thus

(20) lim      \u(xi, t)-Y (——) f-kw(xit t)\,
*->-(2r+l)   L \      2      / J

where u(xí, t) is given by (12) and w(x{, t) is found from (12) by re-

placing k by 2-k and f(Xi) by [(r+l)!22-'+2]-1A'+1/.

Consider the number of continuous derivatives d of the initial

value function/(x,). To get u from (12), take d^(m-\-3 — k)/2 with

k= — (2r+l). To solve the problem (19), take

d ^ 2(r + 1) + max [2, (m + 3 - (z - k)/2)\

= max {3 - k, (m + 3 - k)/2] for k = - (2r + 1).

It was assumed earlier that M has 2r+4 = 3 — k continuous deriva-

tives. Thus, a sufficient condition for (20) to give a solution of (1),

(2) for¿=-(2r + l) isthat

d = max {3 - k, (m + 3 - k)/2).

To find the behavior of the solution (20) at i = 0, note that the

terms of order tn with «<2r + 2 in (15) are unaffected by the subtrac-

tion process. The next term, on the other hand, gives a multiple of

/2r+2 _ fl—k

(21) A^Kxí)      lim      -= A^f(x,)t2r+2 log /.
*-»-(2r+l)  2r + 1 + k

Thus, the (2r + 2)nd t derivative of the solution (19) has a logarithmic

infinity at t = 0 unless Ar+1/=0. If Ar+1/=0, w = 0 and no logarithmic
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term appears. This is the particular case already discovered by Wein-

stein [26].

6. A generalization of Huygens' principle. Consider the special

case of (12) in which A is a non-negative integer, while at the same

time m — k is a positive odd integer, so that [r((A — m —1)/2)]_1 = 0.

Then one is left with only the finite sum in (12). Furthermore, the

inner sum is seen to be

r((» + 0/2)

(22)

s = ti-iv(n\
fo        \;/r((É + / + i)/2)

Kd\ c—*-»/». ."I
-) {y<-2>/2(l - y'/*)"}J

This obviously vanishes for »>(?» —A —1)/2, so that one can take

p = im — k — l)/2 in the sum in (12) and obtain the following solution:

,*« /        ^        r((* + 1)/2)    ("'"^1)/2 (_ t)K o   dnM(Xi< *'>fi
(23) m(x,-, t) =-—      y.    -sn-•

r(»/2) „tí       »! at'

For k = m — l this reduces to the solution (3) of the equation (4).

For m odd, A = 0, one obtains a solution of the w-dimensional wave

equation

„.1/2      C«-¡>/»(_ t)n      d*Mixi,t;f)
(24) uixi,t) =-—     E   ^—^-Sn-K-J^LL

Tim/2)     „tí        »! dt'

which depends only on the behavior of/at the ((m —1) -dimensional)

intersection of the retrograde characteristic half-cone (with vertex at

(xi, • • • , xm, /)) with the plane t = 0, in agreement with Huygens'

principle (more precisely, the "minor premise of Huygens'," in the

terminology of Hadamard [ll, pp. 75-77, 238-241]). Formula (23)

provides a solution with the same property for a more general class

of equations. However this property is, in general, true only when

the Cauchy data are given on the singular hyperplane. This is clear

from the result of Hadamard [ll, p. 241] that Huygens' principle

cannot hold for general data (not on the singular hyperplane) when

m is even.

7. The elliptic case. It is easily seen that a formal change of the

variable / to it changes equation (1) into

A
(25) Am + utt H-ut = 0.
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For k a positive integer this is Laplace's equation in îw+j&+1 dimen-

sions when the solution u is axially symmetric in the last k + l vari-

ables, i.e.,

u(Xi, •  ■ •   ,  Xm,  •  •  •   ,   Xm+k+l)

m u(Xl, • • ■  ,Xm,   [Xnv+l +  • • •   +  Xnv+k+l]      )

and *=[*£+!+ • • • +^+t+i]1/2-

Suppose that /(«,•) is the value for 2< real of an analytic function

f(zi) of the m complex variables z,-. The solution of the initial value

problem consisting of (25) together with

(26) u(Xi, 0) = /(*,),        ut(xit 0) = 0,

is then (12) but with / replaced by it throughout. This can be shown

in exactly the same manner as (12) was shown to be a solution of the

initial value problem (1), (2).

For m = 1, k = 1, one simply obtains the well known Laplace inte-

gral [28, Exercise 1, p. 399]

1  r1
u(x, t) = — j     [f(x + iat) + f(x - iat)](l - a2)"1'^«

IT  J 0

1     f1
= — I    fix + it cos B)dd.

ir Jo

In the same way, for m = l, k = n — 2>0, one obtains [2, Exercise 1,

p. 408]

T((n - l)/2)       C '
u(x, t) =-——      f(x + it cos 0) sin"-« Odd.

T(l/2)T((n-2)/2)Jo

Notes added in proof (October 6, 1953) : 1. It may be remarked that

the formula preceding (6) could be arrived at, without the general-

ized method of descent, by a procedure similar to that employed by

Darboux [8, pp. 66-68]. 2. Since the writing of this paper, A. Wein-

stein has obtained another formula for the solution of the singular

Cauchy problem. This new formula is more compact than formula

(5) of [26] and will appear in [27]. Furthermore, E. K. Blum has

independently obtained another solution for the exceptional values of

k.
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University of Maryland

CONSTRUCTION OF SOLUTIONS AND PROPAGATION
OF ERRORS IN NONLINEAR PROBLEMS

H. D. BLOCK

1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to provide theoretical

tools which will be useful, in practical applications, for approximating

the solutions of a certain class of nonlinear equations.

2. Definitions. Let ( U, +, d) denote a mathematical system con-

sisting of a set U on whose elements are defined (i) a binary operation,

+ , such that U is an Abelian group with respect to this operation

and (ii) a metric function d, with respect to which U is a metric space.

If d is invariant under translation (i.e., for any u\, u2, u%, in U,

d(«i, u2)=diui+uz, u2+ui)), then we shall call (i/, +, d) a b-space.

Under these conditions we shall, for brevity, say that U is a b-space.

The group identity will be denoted by 6, and d(w, 0) will be denoted

by ||«||.
If SDi and 31 are sets, and K is a single-valued function defined for

each m of SDÍ and having its values (which are denoted by Km or

üC(m)) in 31 then we shall say that K maps SDÎ into 31.
Let U and V be ô-spaces and let K map U into V. We define miK)

as the infimum, and MiK) as the supremum, of the quantity

II-Kmi — üCm2||/||mi — M2II taken over all «1, u2 in U with Ui¿¿u2. If

MiK) < «>, then we shall say that Ä' is bounded. The space V is com-

plete if each Cauchy sequence in V has a limit in V. If K is bounded

and if, for each bounded set \Jaua in U, the set of images, ^aiKua),

contains a sequence which converges to an element in V, then K is

said to be completely continuous. We shall say that V is complete for

K if, for each Cauchy sequence {u„} in U, the sequence {Ku„} has

a limit in V.
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